
Orders
An order states an intention of a buyer or seller, which can be in the form of writing or a
verbal agreement, to take part in a commercial transaction. It contains information about the
seller and buyer’s company, contact information, types of services being ordered, the date
they are expected to be delivered, as well as information about the receiver.

Order Definition & Meaning

In the business world, an order aims to express the intention of buying products or services.

An order serves as a contract between the buyer and the seller, which indicates that the
buyer commits to pay for the services or products they receive from the seller.

What Is an Order?

An order, which can be spoken or written, serves as an initial step for buyers and sellers to
take part in a business deal. It is used by companies to enhance their sales and is used by
buyers to express their intention to participate in a transaction. With an order template that
can be downloaded online, buyers and sellers can conduct a business transaction on
agreed terms.



10 Types of Order

Change Order

A change order is a document commonly used to alter the details of a project. It is used to
change the original agreement or plan of a project and provides information about the
changes in terms of the scope of work, cost, and schedule. Change orders are requested
anytime something changes to the original scope of work in a contract.

https://www.template.net/editable/change-order


Construction Order

A construction order is a document that stated the detailed information of a construction
project. Construction companies use this type of order to present the scope of their work to
their clients. Both the company and the client signs this document as they agree on the
terms of the project.

https://www.template.net/editable/construction-order-templates


Delivery Order

A delivery order is a legal document issued by a carrier, shipper, or freight forwarder. It
states an instruction for the shipping line and port operator to deliver cargo to the party
responsible for handling import activities. As it is not a negotiable document, it does not act
as evidence or a receipt of products.

https://www.template.net/editable/delivery-order


Freelancer Order

A freelancer order is used by clients that states their orders and payment receipts. As an
official commercial document, it has details on the order’s general information. It contains
the descriptions of the products and services provided, their costs, additions, and
deductions for the payment, and the grand total payment.

https://www.template.net/editable/freelancer-order


Insertion Order

Insertion order is a legal agreement between a publisher and advertiser to publish an ad
campaign. It contains important details of an ad inventory to support the ad proposal
process. This agreement ensures that the advertiser can run ads on the publisher’s
inventory.

https://www.template.net/editable/insertion-order


Purchase Order

To track important details related to what buyers want to purchase, buyers create purchase
orders.  A purchase order is sent by a buyer to a seller to confirm their intention to purchase
products or services. This document states the quantity, type of items required, payment
terms, and delivery information.

https://www.template.net/editable/sample-purchase-order
https://www.template.net/editable/sample-purchase-order


Service Order

A service order documents the services a client needs and the deliverables of the company.
It also includes the estimated cost, schedule, location, and resources relevant to the
service. Service orders are often used by companies to record their work.

https://www.template.net/editable/service-order


Restaurant Order

A restaurant order is a type of form used by a food store or service restaurant. This form
takes the important details of a customer’s order to serve them conveniently. With a
restaurant order, customers can also easily process their payment by using their preferred
payment method.

https://www.template.net/editable/restaurant-order-templates


T-shirt Order

A t-shirt order is a form used by clothing companies to list down customer orders and their
total cost. It includes information about the needed t-shirt sizes, styles, and other
customization options. This form also acts as a legally binding document of the goods
ordered.

https://www.template.net/editable/t-shirt-order


Work Order

A work order is a formal document that contains information about approved maintenance
work for execution. It can be submitted by any type of customer from different industries.
Work orders also provide descriptions of work to be completed such as its location, skill
requirements, and tools needed.

https://www.template.net/editable/work-order


Order Uses, Purpose, Importance

Order forms are used by companies and businesses to initiate commercial transactions with
clients. With order forms, clients can save time and money in purchasing services or
products. Businesses utilize order forms as a tool in enhancing their profitability and brand
awareness.

Removes the risk of miscommunication

Using an order ensures that clients received the correct product or service at agreed terms.
By adding your standard terms of trade, you can be protected from risks. Basic information
must be included in all orders to prevent misunderstandings which often lead to extra costs
and wasted time.

Common agreement on cost commitments

Order forms allow the approval of services before it takes place. Before approving,
customers can negotiate on certain details such as the services’ price. Companies can also
address other inquiries clients may have before completing the order.

Provides valuable information

Orders have valuable information that a company can use. It may contain information on
what order is placed, the date of delivery, or when the payment for a product or service is
agreed upon. Good order forms can be a basis for an organization’s clear communication,
externally and internally.

Helps in consolidating costs

Orders allow clients to evaluate the relevant costs of the services they need. By
consolidating the costs of these services, clients can identify the overall production cost of
any product. With orders, clients can also effectively manage their budget for future
projects.



Eliminates the risk of false invoices

As false invoices are common among businesses, orders can be a way of preventing them.
Most false invoices look real and often include threats of fines when not paid. Orders
contain order numbers as references and allow businesses to identify false invoices.

What’s in an Order? Parts?

Company’s Legal Name and Physical Address

As an order is a legally binding document, it must contain your company’s information and
an authorized signature of acceptance of both the company and the client.

Company’s Delivery Adress

Providing a delivery address gives accurate shipping information should there be any
shipping location errors.

Buyer’s Information

This part of the order contains information about the identity and purpose of the purchase.

Billing Information

Providing your company’s billing information allows clients to send their payments to the
correct address.

Product or Service Description

This part of the order provides information on the product or service’s descriptions, pricing,
quantity, and other specific shipping requirements.



Delivery Date

A delivery date allows shippers to inform customers in advance if there are issues with
meeting the delivery date.

Terms of Payment

This part of the order lists down terms of payment to inform clients when they are expected
to make payment.





How to Design an Order?

1. Choose an order size.

2. Decide on the purpose of the order.

3. Select an order template.

4. Alter the structure of the order template by adding necessary details and removing
unnecessary ones.

5. Place your business logo or letterhead if you use one.

6. Include additional information if you have any.

7. Finalize and download.

https://www.template.net/documents/order-sizes/
https://www.template.net/editable/order




Order vs. Invoice

An order is a document or a verbal agreement between a buyer and a seller who want to
engage in a commercial transaction.

An invoice is a commercial document marked with a date that is given to the buyer when
payment is to be collected by the seller.

What’s the Difference Between Order, Purchase, and
Quote?

An order is used by a buyer who wants to commit to paying a seller for specific products or
services to be delivered at a later date.

A purchase is an act of buying a product or service that a company needs to operate.

A quote is a document that contains the list of a company’s products and services and their
prices, which sellers provide to potential buyers.

Order Sizes

Writing an order form must be printed on the correct paper size which includes the
following:

https://www.template.net/documents/invoice-documents/


Order Ideas and Examples

An order form should include appropriate information sections in accordance with the type
of service a client requires and the list below might give you useful order ideas:

● Order Ideas and Examples
● Cleaning Service Order Ideas and Examples
● Ideas and Examples IT and Software Purchase Order
● Order Confirmation Template Ideas and Examples
● Vehicle Order Ideas and Examples
● Service Order Ideas and Examples
● Stationery Order Tips, Ideas, and Examples
● Sales Order Making Ideas and Examples
● Effective Repair Order Templates Ideas and Examples
● Office Order Ideas and Examples
● Funeral Order of Service Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/documents/order-ideas/


FAQs

What is a purchase order template?

A purchase order acts as a contract between a buyer and a seller that outlines the price,
quantity, delivery details, and terms of payment of a service.

What is a product order form?

A product order form is used by a buyer when they want to request or purchase a product or
service provided by a business or company.

How do I create a custom order?

To create a custom order form, the product or service must be decided, choose an order
template, and modify its structure by adding information fields, you can also add photos of
products if you have any, confirm the structure, and download it for printing.

What is a change order in business?

A change order contains the altered, may it be added or deleted, details from the original
scope of work of a contract during a project.

How do you make a change order?

A change order should include the company and client’s name, address, and contact
information, dates of change, details of work changes, updated schedule, costs of the
change, and the updated contract value.

How to keep track of customer orders in Excel?

To keep track of customer orders in Excel, type the required headline fields for your data,
input customer orders and apply data validation, complete order details like name of
products, sizes, and order status, create bill total, and generate an order summary.



What is a conditional sell order?

A conditional sell order is an instruction to sell a particular product once particular target
criteria (which can be decided by you) has been met.

How do I create a digital order form?

To create a digital order form, select first a template you want, provide information sections
on your order form, set up the payment processing method, modify the form according to
your brand, and create a confirmation page to display after a customer place an order.

What is a service order form?

A service order form contains information about the services a client requires, which usually
covers short-term, one-time orders.

What should be included in a repair order?

A repair order should include the names of the company and the client, their contact
information, address, order number, date of the order, the status of the product, its
description, hours of repair, and its corresponding price.


